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E-mail is your most common vector for 

attack. An end-to-end view of your e-mail 
activity, risks, and configuration is 

fundamental to understand and mitigate 

threats.

Phishing links are created and sent via e-mail 

each month

Malware, spam, and sophisticated phishing attacks are rising rapidly, but how can you 

effectively reduce these risks knowing that, no matter how hard you try, as people come 

and go, you will have exposure to human mistakes? 

We can help you quickly understand how to optimize your antispam and anti-

malware controls to protect against complex attacks, via the latest protection 

technologies

Experienced cyber security 

experts
Efficient and tested tools Fast, cost-effective findings 

and recommendations

Consultancy

+ =

Technology Best of two worlds

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Phishing

The most used and dangerous 
vector attack. 1.9B blocked 
last year

Malware

Even PDF’s may contain 
malware

Spam

Sand trap for productivity

Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2020

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&governance
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The process

Review
Install, monitor, 

and config 

assessment

Findings and action plan

An expert will analyze 
your current Microsoft 
Exchange Online 
configuration, activity, 
and strategy.

E-Visor, in conjunction with 
EOP and MDO, will monitor 
activity, risks, and 
configuration to understand 
your threats

We review the analyzed 
results, along with a 
prescriptive action plan with 
you in two efficient, one-hour 
meetings, giving you high ROI 
at low cost.

Important: all EDO offerings run in your Azure tenant subscription, so the collected data is all yours!

Prerequisites

Quick and Easy

Fast and thrifty. No premium subscriptions required.

Microsoft Azure (Free option: Azure Pass) Microsoft Defender for Office 365 (Trial available)

Up to one workload

Total Time: 1 week.

Required client time: ~8-12hs 

across three meetings

Results

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Action Plan Roadmap E-Visor metrics

Co-creation of an expert plan for your specific 

scenarios, potential impact analysis, and 

mitigation steps.

Metrics with service risk and improvement areas 

with consulting by a Synergy Advisors e-mail 

protection expert.

E-Mail Protection

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&governance

